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How many times have you thought you had a reliable commercial janitorial 
service provider, only to wind up replacing them in just 10 months? It’s 

frustrating trying to find a service that doesn’t create more problems than 
solutions. We know — we’ve been there. And to save you the trouble, we’re 

giving up our best secrets so you can put an end to the revolving door of 
commercial janitorial providers and find reliable, consistent cleaners.



Secret 1 Why can’t commercial 
cleaning and janitorial service 
providers clean my facility to 
my expectations? 

Get the service provider to 
clean the way you like

What Happened Your expectations for cleaning might include dusting furniture and technology, vacuuming daily,
taking out the trash (and replacing with new bags), and restocking restrooms with essentials. 

Unfortunately, your janitorial provider had selective hearing and carelessly bid the following: dusting horizontal surfaces (but not 
technology), vacuuming once a week, removing the trash (but not replacing the bags), and cleaning the bathrooms without 
restocking.

Walk your facility once and document your specific expectations. Break the list up by area
and provide details about what gets cleaned and what exactly clean looks like. Once you’re 

done, set the list aside and look at it a week later. Now fill in the blanks — this is your new guide for how you want things cleaned. 
Use it in the bid process and require all bidders to follow the outline in their responses.

The Result You wind up paying upcharges to get the service you expected.

The Trick

What Happened Those janitorial service providers underbid to get the contract, didn’t understand your
expectations, or are simply inexperienced and don’t know how to price their services.

Never take the lowest bid. Data tells us that the lowest-bid provider will take one of two
actions: increase prices later or underperform and get fired. Look for a bidder who has 

addressed the list you created using Secret 1, and know that while the monthly cost may be higher if you turn down low bidders, 
you may actually save money in the long run with fewer inefficiencies and upcharges.

The Result Shortly after regular invoices start arriving, the price for their services jumps dramatically. 

The Trick

Secret 2 Wonder why some 
companies charge much 
less for their services when 
bids come in?Avoid the upcharge surprise
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• Is there a hot-line number you can call to get issues
addressed 24/7?

• Do they have a service-level agreement that requires
they respond within a certain period of time to calls and
issues?

• Are their people screened, and have they been
background checked? How did ____ demonstrate this
to you?

• Do they look out for your facility as if it was their own?

• How long has ___ been providing services to you?
• Has your pricing increased since accepting the initial

bid?If so, why?
• If you have tenants, do they complain about the

condition of the common areas?
• On a scale of one to five, five being perfect, rate their

work over the past three months.
• Do they show up on schedule?
• Do they audit their work? If so, are the results of the

audits available to you?
•

What Happened The provider is small, inexperienced, or overbooked; unfortunately, these concerns
didn’t surface when you were checking their references.

Create a list of questions and call every reference the company provided. Here are some of 
our recommended questions to find a cleaning solution that works for your company.

The Result You’re looking for a commercial cleaning and janitorial service provider (again).

The Trick

• Do they have sufficient staff to address
your needs?

• Do they train their staff to standards?
• Do they have an auditor check their

work?

• Is their bid concise and easy to understand?

• Does the bid outline the onboarding steps and
provide a roadmap for success?

• Are they clear about additional fees and up-
charges?

We hope you’ve found this document valuable. If you’re in the 
market for a professional commercial janitorial/cleaning 
service, we hope you’ll consider iNX Commercial Cleaning!

At iNX, we’re not just another cleaning service provider — our 
strict standards allow us to attract the most qualified janitorial/
cleaning teams experienced in meeting the unique and 
complex needs of businesses in Southern California.

We collaborate with you to manage background checks, 
regulation adherence as well as monitor and audit results to 
ensure you receive a high-quality experience — on time, 
every time! 

When you work with iNX, we ensure you get the best value  
for your investment so you can spend more of your time  
delivering for your customers. 

Secret 3
Choose a provider who will treat 
your property like they own it 

Once contracted, why do so 
many providers offer poor 
service, make excuses, or fail 
to show up when expected?

What to look for in a professional commercial janitorial service:
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